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Matching Gift Challenge Will Save Lives

The horses pictured below are three lives changed because of your support for HPAF. Sassy, an Arabian
mare, came from an investigation with Columbia County Sheriff ’s Office; she was barely surviving in a sand lot.
Howie, a former race horse, was dumped on a rural road in Chiefland, Florida, last December. In his emaciated
condition he would never have survived the freezing temperatures we experienced in the following weeks. Merlin,
a former cow pony, had been given to a young family who did not know how to care for him. Merlin appeared to
be close to death when we first saw him in May. Who knew that he would put on weight so fast or that he was such
an easy keeper. A few months later he needed to be on a restricted diet.
Together we have made a difference in the lives of innocent horses who were suffering; giving them a new
lease on life. Inside meet adopters with their new family member, a happy ending and new beginning for the rescued horses. Unfortunately, horses continue to need help due to overbreeding which has created more horses than
there are good homes. Previously rescued horses need ongoing care and training and with winter upon us, extra
hay will need to be purchased, almost doubling feed costs. Our dear friend who has been making matching gift
challenges twice a year for over four years has made her final matching gift challenge and will match all donations
up to $8,000 until December 31st, 2014.
Please give so that these beautiful horses may live.

New Rescues

Sassy 6/5/14

Handsome Howie 12/19/13

Merlin 5/29/14

Sassy 8/16/14

Handsome Howie 3/26/14

Merlin 8/13/14
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To those who made an outstanding contribution since the
last newsletter:

Corporate Sponsors

As you may have noticed, this is the only newsletter for 2014. Finances have
not allowed us to do newsletters before now.

Mailing address and contributions:
HPAF
20690 NW 130th Avenue
Micanopy, FL 32667

Thanks to Don Manuchia, National Parcel Logistics, and NPL Dedicated
LLC for sponsoring all aspects of producing, preparing and mailing for this
newsletter. Don cares deeply about horses and has been a longtime supporter of HPAF. We cannot thank Don enough for making this newsletter
possible and for all of his donations for the horses over the years.
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Everyone’s donation is important! We wish that there was room to list
everyone who has donated over the past year. Blessings to everyone who
has helped the horses; you are greatly appreciated. We could not save
any of the horses without you!

Volunteers Needed!
Volunteers are needed at the farm for feeding, grooming, cleaning, and
101 other things. Volunteers are an essential part of the daily operations
at HPAF.
HPAF is also in need of a person to cover the process of selling items on
EBay for HPAF. We have numerous donated items to sell and can provide
the photos.
We also need items for our silent auction, volunteers, and sponsors for
our Open House on January 23rd, 2015.

A Special Thank You!

Thank you to Dr. Gerald Wessner of the Holistic Veterinary Clinic in Summerfield for the donation of homeopathic medicines for the horses. We were so fortunate to meet Dr. Wessner in 1999 after reading an article he
wrote. He came to Miami regularly to treat the horses before HPAF moved to Micanopy. In 1999 he donated his
time to access horses from the Hoof and Halter case. He has helped countless horses and we are so grateful to him
for all of the knowledge he has shared with us over the past fifteen years.
Pat Davis is fostering and providing training for the Paso
Fino fillies Abbey and Lola. Pat is an amazing trainer and
has Abbey and Lola doing all kinds of new things. They
are being ridden after a month of twice daily ground work.
They are doing great and are well along in their under saddle
training with Pat. Pat is also the computer whiz HPAF has
needed for a long time. She has helped create PowerPoint
presentations, helped with a database and put this newsletter together. We are so grateful to Pat for all of the hard
work and time she has given to help the horses.
Pat and Lola

Thank you to all of the terrific people who stepped
up to foster horses when the HPAF farm
became flooded in August.
• Thank you Steve and Joan Ehrhart for fostering Hope, Zania, Sunshine, Velvet and Cupido at their lovely Red Door
Farm.
• Thank you Karen Curran of Alachua for fostering Sky and
Little Joe.
• Thank you Derrick and Marlene Evans and barn manager
Megan for fostering Bruno.
• Thank you Natalie and Richard Acker of Crown Thoroughbreds for fostering Moo Moo, Polo and Shirl.
• Thank you Toni and Sandy Werner for fostering Howie,
Rosie and Princess.
• Thank you Jan Barbour at the Horse Retirement Home for
fostering Grayson, Vinny, Tigger and Astro.
• Thank you to Melissa Griggs and Heather of Southern
Star Ranch in Palatka for fostering Miss Peppy for four
months. Thank you for not only caring for her but for loving her as well. She was blessed to have been in your care.
• Thank you to Ellen Carroll for fostering Tiger, Karma and
April over the summer.
• Thank you Amy Glick for fostering countless horses
whenever it is needed!
• Thank you Cheri McDermott for fostering Pilgrim.
• Thank you Mark Camp for fostering Dove.

Hope, Steve, and Zania

Richard, Shadow, Natalie, and Shirl

Adoption News

Sherman andBebe Edwards

Bongo and Jan Cross

Chino and Rozlyn Leenox

Susan Olsen and Geisha

Dr. Marilyn Maler and Olivia

Cockerham Family and Sweet Pea

Sammy and Sonia Alexander

Dove and Vickie Ford

Miss Gloria and Barbara Stewart

Reagan & Amy Hubbard
adopted Montego

Roxy & Isabell Johns

Megan Vickers and Pet

We Also Want To Thank...
Thank you once again to the wonderful members of the
Arredondo Dressage Society for putting on the 5th Annual Horses Helping Horses Benefit Clinic & Tack Sale
for HPAF. The club raised over $4000 for the horses.
This caring group of horse lovers has gone above and
beyond for five years to raise money for the care of the
rescued horses and we could not be more grateful for
their efforts and caring.

Thanks once again to Dr. Marilyn Maler DVM, Diplomat ACVSMR of SunSpirit Farm Veterinary Services
for donating Coggins tests for the horses. Coggins test
must be renewed every year for each horse making it a
big recurring expense. Dr. Maler has donated hundreds
of Coggins tests over the years as well as chiropractic
and acupuncture treatments for the horses. She has
been a driving force in addressing equine cruelty and
has donated her time and expertise working countless
cruelty cases and testifying in court.
Thank you to Dr. John Langlois DVM, CTCVM, CSMT
for his donations for the horses and for testifying in
court on cruelty cases.
Thanks to Dr. Bess Darrow DVM of Tune Ups Equine
Dental practice for her donations for the horses.

ASPCA Help a Horse Day
Thanks to Amy Glick for bringing together a very successful 1st annual ASPCA Help A Horse Day on April
26th. Held at Amy’s farm Zamira Arabians, it was also
a celebration of Prince Edward’s 30th birthday. Thank
you to everyone who donated and gave their time to
make it a successful fundraiser for HPAF. Special
thanks to Sean Maher and John Rannenberg who
provided the food and drinks.

Deepest thanks to Dr. Lynn Peck DVM, MS of All Holistic Veterinary Care who has donated her veterinary
services for the horses over the years. Dr. Peck has also
served as the HPAF board president for the past two
years. We are so grateful to Dr. Peck for her countless
donations and for helping to heal so many of the animals; horses, dogs and cats. We have been blessed to
have her giving of her time and talent to the animals and
we appreciate everything she has done so very much.

Thank you to KC and Robin LaPierre of the Institute of
Applied Equine Podiatry for their countless donations
of Silvetrasol, Perfect Hoofware and podiatry services.
The PHW has helped so many horses who were sore
from the wet ground and we love Silvetrasol and use it
on wounds and hooves every day.
Thank you to Tack Shack of Ocala who allowed HPAF
to have horses and set up donation tables at their Famous Horsey Yard Sales. The horses were a big hit and
helped introduce new friends to HPAF. Thank you Tack
Shack!
Thank you to board member Dr. Shauna Cantwell of
Medicine Wheel Veterinary Services for donating treatments and care to the horses, dogs and cats at HPAF. We
are so grateful for her expertise and compassion.

Fencing Project
Thank you to Kirk Landon for donating the funds for
the re-fencing projects on the farm. Mr Landon is a
longtime supporter of HPAF and also donated the
wonderful Polaris Utility Vehicle which we could not
do without! It is the only way to traverse the property
when it is wet and is used for feeding the horses twice
a day. Thank you Mr. Landon for your support of
HPAF over the years.

Lex and
Adopter Kim Pundai
2013-2014 ACTHA
National Champion
Pleasure Division
The Story of Lex - Background

Lex came to HPAF with 19 Thoroughbreds from a Marion County seizure in 2007. A completely untouched 3 year
old stallion, Lex was a particularly difficult horse. Never contained in a stall before, he immediately jumped out. He
ran and paced nonstop, frantic over being contained and separated from his herd mates by a wall. Turned out with
electric fencing and only male horses on the property, Lex was containable. He was gelded and eventually moved
to HPAF. Once again he became frantic being on the same property with the mares he had lived with all of his
life. He ran straight through fences to get to his mares. Lex was sent to trainer Halsey Murch for a month which
did help Lex focus, but one day Lex kicked at Halsey missing his head by inches. He was still a very tough horse.
Later, Lex was sent to Parelli trainer Anja Holst and started under saddle. The Parelli training really made a difference in Lex and this is where Kim met Lex and adopted him.

Lex - After Adoption by Kim Pundai

I adopted Lex in 2009 when he was 5 years old. He was very sweet and eager to please, but I quickly realized how
reactive, spooky and unconfident he was. I was determined to develop a partnership with Lex and take him trail
riding all over the state.
The first year I had Lex, I thought I got the wrong horse for me, but I wasn’t giving up on him. We worked on some
basic ground work for the first couple of months and started to ride him in a confined area. It took 1-2 hours on
the ground before he was calm and I felt confident to ride; sometimes I didn’t. I thought there would never be a
day I could just saddle up and ride. But that day did eventually come!
I chose the Parelli program to follow. I admit he was quite a challenge and beyond my skill level, but we were slowly
making progress. After training on my own and getting stuck, I acquired the help of a local Parelli instructor,
Sandra Vann. The first issue addressed was that we had a relationship problem as she witnessed Lex hiding behind
a tree when he saw me coming! Also, he couldn’t canter well. I got Lex a much needed adjustment and found a
saddle that fit him.
We continued to practice with Sandra and one day she asked us to go with her to do a Parelli demo at a covered
arena. Lex had only traveled a couple of times prior, thanks to Sandra helping us tackle the task of trailer loading.
We walked into the arena for the demo and Lex thought he was the BBQ for the party! But we played with toys and
tasks, and to my surprise, he got connected with me quickly. Sandra knew Lex would initially react the way he did,
but the purpose was to show how to help the horse work through it. I was proud of him.
(Continued p.7)

The Story of Lex

(Continued from p. 6)

Over the next couple of years, we got to travel occasionally with Sandra, doing obstacle play days or competitions. We also did a couple of lessons with Emily
Thompson. Lex was getting better at traveling, not bolting out of the trailer when door opens. It was a great
day the first time we arrived somewhere and he immediately starting to graze, not worried about his environment. But other farm animals were something else. The
first time we encountered cattle, minis, donkeys, and
pigs, etc., I could barely walk him near them. All it took
to overcome those fears was exposure and showing him
how he can feel safe and be calm. We can now walk
amongst cattle in an open field!

Thanks HPAF for not giving up on him and to the wonderful mentors in my life!

I hope I conveyed the message of not giving up, that was
my main point. And the reward I got in return was so
worth it. Had I known then what I know now about
horsemanship! I should have mentioned that once I figured out how to get Lex confident in learning is when we
made real progress. In the beginning, I put too much pressure on him, which is why he would hide when he saw
me!! Undemanding time was the answer, and more waiting/consistancy....take the time it takes so it takes less time
next time, (Pat Parelli saying)! Lex was the right horse
for me....because I was seeking that relationship I saw at
Parelli Tours, and Lex pushed me to be better and figure
These last 2 years have truly been the best. I acquired it out!
my own trailer and started traveling and camping all
over Florida. In 2012 we started competing with the
American Competitive Trail Horse Association (ACTHA), 6 miles of trail with 6 obstacles/tasks. It was then
Parelli lead ropes
that I met Nancy Slater, Parelli instructor. We both got
Mosquito Halt
hooked on the fun competition and I got to ride with
Co-Flex or Vet Wrap
her often. She always would offer her help to me and
Skin So Soft
Lex. When we met, I wasn’t that confident cantering
Show Sheen
on Lex because his brakes didn’t work well, unless I was
Fura Free
confined or doing circles. Well, she taught me how to
CVS brand Crack Cream formula
communicate with him better; to go from canter-stopShapley’s MTG
back up, without touching my reins! Now cantering
Eqyss Micro-Tek Natural Medicated Shampoo
long distance across open fields is fun!

Wish List

Lex and I started to do well in the competitions, taking
first places. Half way through the 2013-2014 ACTHA
season, I realized we had a chance at winning state or
nationals. I decided at that point to give it my best shot
for the next 6 months. Entering the last ride of the competition, we were tied for first place in the state and 2nd
in the nation, the pressure was on and I was nervous.
That weekend turned out to be our most perfect ride we
ever had, with other riders commenting on the epitome of partnership we had. We ended the ACTHA June
2014 season winning the National Championship in
the Pleasure division. What a journey that was, watching my once emotionally crippled horse become a trail
champion.
Lex has taught me how to be a better leader and rider,
and in return has given me partnership beyond what I
ever expected to achieve, even being able to ride him
bridleless. We will always face new challenges, but I am
better equipped to help him through it.

Eqyss MicroTek Medicated Gel
Eqyss MicroTek Spray
Cowboy Magic Detangler
Aluminum Wound Spray
Blue Lotion
Corona
Bach Rescue Remedy (we use a lot)
Fence boards 16’ PT
2 ½-inch, #9 Premium Deck Screws for fence boards
De Walt or comparable 18V battery powered saw 		
and drill combo
Hack saw & blades
Extinguish Ant killer
Wasp spray
Chlorine tablets
Duct tape
No kink hoses all sizes
Large paint brushes (for fences)
Nozzles (shut off and squeeze spray)
Fluorescent light bulbs 96” 60 Watt and 48” 32 W

Our Most Recent Adoptions

Sky and Christine Capek

Howie and Monette Spears

An Extra Big Thank You!
Thank you to Island Jacks Patio Bar and Grill in West Palm Beach and volunteer Michelle Jones for making HPAF
the beneficiary of their summer charity bingo series. What a wonderful surprise to be contacted by this community minded business after our friend Heather Stalker told Island Jacks and Michele about HPAF. Island Jack’s
patrons raised over $1800 for the horses! Thank you!
Thank you to all of the great volunteers who have made it possible for HPAF to participate in the Tack Shack
Horsey Yard Sales. Beth Ramsay, Cheri Phillips, Sue Tobin and Amy Glick. Thank you, ladies; you are the best!
Thank you to Cliff of B & S Trailers for his excellent repair work on the HPAF horse trailers and for donating the
spectacular cleaning job on the aluminum trailer!
A special thanks to the two ladies who keep HPAF running smoothly. Sharon Byrne, farm manager and Julie
Osborne, office manager. Each of these ladies go above and beyond, doing whatever is necessary to provide for
the horses. Each horse at the farm is groomed everyday, receiving the individual attention that they love and need.
They provide the training the horses need to learn good manners, and they deal with any injuries that come up.
They help volunteers learn to how to halter, lead, turnout and groom the horses. They make repairs on the farm,
build fences, come in on their days off to help, and are constantly giving of their time and many talents to make
sure everything that needs to be done is done. Both Julie and Sharon have the energy and productivity of three
people and the farm could not operate without them. There are not thanks enough to properly convey how much
they are appreciated.

Major Needs

Tractor with loader & bush hog - $37,000
Manure spreader - $8500
Corral panels - $100 each, 35 needed
Dressage saddles - used
Tree trimming - $25,000
Stall mats - $40 each, 50 needed
Pedestal fans $250 each
Shelter for gelding pasture - $10,000
Fence boards - $7 each, hundreds needed

Parelli Savvy Volunteers
Needed
Parelli Savvy Volunteers needed to foster a horse or come to the farm to play
with the horses.
Please call the office 352-466-4366.

Sponsor a Horse or Pony

Sponsor a Stall at the Farm

You can sponsor one of the rescued horses for as little as
$35, up to $750 a month (a horse in training). Sponsors
receive a picture and the story of their sponsored horse.
Should you choose to sponsor a horse on a recurring
monthly basis, you may visit the rescue to take pictures
and spend time with your sponsored horse. Won’t you
please consider sponsoring one of the permanent residents like Prince Edward or perhaps a young horse in
training?

Buildings, stalls, paddocks and pastures at the HPAF
Farm are available for sponsorship. Sponsor a stall for a
year: $1000 for a permanent stall or $500 for a feeding
stall. You will get a plaque on your stall commemorating your donation and an invitation to visit the farm to
see your stall and the horse who resides there. We also
have sponsorships available for the buildings, barns,
paddocks and pastures.

Slick 9/29/14

Slick 10/28/14

Slick After One Month of HPAF Care

Thank You, Sponsors! The Horses Love You!
Amy Glick of Orange Lake for sponsoring Chanel
Michael Nuzzo of Miami
for sponsoring Polo and Legacy

Richard Reed of Miami
for sponsoring Pookie amd Mr. Scott

Susan Dresnick of Pinecrest
for sponsoring Abbey

Jean Pecor of Shelburne, VT,
for sponsoring Cindy

Karen Fischer of Ocala
for sponsoring Mr. B

Rosemary Taylor & Eugene Rodriguez
of Brandon for sponsoring Hope

Dianne Haddick of Cheverly, MD,
for sponsoring Buttercup

Carolyn Reed
for sponsoring Crescent Moon

Elly Mims of Miami
for sponsoring Cheyenne

Yvonne Keener
for sponsoring Spiff

Open House January 23rd
at the HPAF Farm
Please join us Saturday January 24th, 2015, for an Open House and
Training demonstrations by Parelli 2-Star Instructor Nancy Slater.
Nancy is the Reigning ACTHA Open National Champion. She
will demonstrate and help you to learn Horsemanship, Confidence
Building, Body Control, Savvy and Trail Obstacles using HPAF
horses.
There will be a Drawing to win a free lesson with Nancy the following day, Sunday, January 24th. Individual lessons can be scheduled
with Nancy with your own horse or you can take a lesson with an
HPAF horse.
Donations are needed for a silent auction, sponsors for refreshments, and volunteers to help make it a successful event.
Nancy Slater, Reigning ACTHA
Open National Champion

HPAF Pastures Flooded
It has been a trying summer; the HPAF farm was
flooded July through October. A plea for foster
homes was printed in the Ocala Star Banner with
many old and new friends stepping up to help.
30 horses were fostered out mid-August through
September helping to greatly reduce expenses as
well. Some of the horses still at the farm suffered
from painful abscesses, sore feet and cracked
heels. The horses had to stay locked into the only
dry area behind the garage to keep them out of
the water. The horses don’t know that walking and grazing in the water causes them pain later, so they would happily stay in the wet if they were not contained. The mosquitos were also especially bad this year, making it miserable for the horses, especially the ones who suffer from sweet itch, an allergy to bug bites.

Welcome to the Newest Members
of the HPAF Board of Directors

We would like to introduce you to the newest members of the HPAF Board of Directors: Amy Glick who has Zamira Arabians in Orange Lake, Pat Davis of Red Bug Farm in beautiful Micanopy and Iris Diaz of Manhattan Acres
in Ocala. Welcome ladies, we are so happy to have you on the team!

In Memory Of

In Honor Of

William and Lillian Graham....................Robin Shivery
Bill Chalker.............................................Lynne Charter
Jay Ahearn........................................Norma Vollmar
Kenneth Robinson...............................Sharon Bowers
Linda Wittosch.......................................Brian Conroy
Darren Baumann, Lynn Baquie, Beatrix Nunez, Cynthia
Toman, Therese Carracino, Thomas Avery, Dorothy
Harn, Emile Lombardi...............................Karen Pando
June Nogle..............................................Donna Nogle
Carolyn Kiefer..........................Ann and Richard Krause
Carolyn Kiefer............................................Tina Arriola
Eileen Evans...............................................Jack Evans
Jose Rubiera......................Maria Del Carmen Rubiera
Peter Mauros......Sheila Blanchard and Sharon Mason
Bonnie Weaver.................................Sheila Blanchard
Thomas Snell......................................Norma Vollmar
Eileen Evans..............................................KM Jackson
Linda Wittosch....................Marilyn & George Husted
Bonnie Weaver................................Sheila Blanchard
Solar Hawk, April Lynn, Lady.................Jerrie Fuller
Shorty................................................Christine Bubley
Summer Solstice..................................Ruth Bettinger
Tarbaby and Princie............................Carol Bohanan
Zeke and Jack.......................................Sondra Smith
Beau, Lizie, Max...........................Jean Marie Cannon
My Many Pets..............................Joyce Eschenbacher
Berry...........................................................Jell Beatty
Diggy.................................................Christine Bubley

Ron Davis and Luis Rodriguez, Dale Davis and Bill
Meeler, Sharon Davis........................Steven Thomas
Parker and Joey.............................................Bill Pross
Morgan Silver............................................Kirk Landon
Henry Adam Hebert......................................Al Hebert
Danielle, Melony, Sarah.....................Terilyn Brennan
Helene and Gordon Summers...............Karen Hotaling
Gerald Wessner................................Helene Summers
Laura Castanos......................................Bruce Nearon
Karen Lappi Pando................................Dorothy Gross
Morgan Silver...........................................Shirley Scott
Stephanie Helinger..............................Diana Helinger
Luie & Niki......................................Jean Marie Cannon
Uncle Walt..........................................Jeff LaFreniere
Randy & Holly........................................Randal Schulz
Madge Gunia....................................Kristine Schwark
Madge Gunia........................................Barbara Hinds

Commemorating

Suzanne Krill Birthday........................Terilyn Brennan
Braille Babcock Birthday...Kerry and Victoria Babcock
Amanda Miller Birthday.........Carlton and Nancy Bahn
Larsen Murvin Birthday............................L. G. Myers
Cathy Collins Birthday.................................Kim Sibille
Madge Gunia Birthday.....................Wayne and Janet
Warren, Donna Wartman
Donna Wartman Birthday.....................Madge Gunia

iGive.com
Help the Horses when you shop
online with iGive.com!
iGive really is as simple as it sounds. iGive members
can generate donations by shopping at any of their
1300+ stores. There are no costs, obligations, nor any
hidden fees. It’s all automatic, you don’t need to enter
any codes, notify the store, or iGive.
When iGive members shop via the special links (iGive.
com, the iGive Newsletter, or the installed iGive Button), causes always receive 100% of the donation
amount, which is advertised on their website.
Just go to iGive.com and designate Horse Protection
Association of Florida as your cause, get the iGive button, and then shop! There is nothing else to do and the
horses will receive cash donations with each purchase
you make at over 1300 stores, (all the big name stores
and many hidden gems!). Lots of discounts offered on
iGive, too.
Over $3000 has all ready been raised by our wonderful
supporters by just shopping! Please give it a try, you
will love it and the horses will thank you!

Non-Profit
Organization
Permit 50
Micanopy, FL
32667

Horse Protection
Association of Florida

20690 NW 130 Avenue, Micanopy, FL 32667
Tel: 352-466-4366

www.hpaf.org

Open House January 23rd, 2015, at the HPAF Farm
Training Demonstrations by Nancy Slater 2013-2014 ACHTA National Champion

Meet Lex & adopter Kim Pundai 2013-2014 ACTHA National Champion Pleasure Division. Please see the web
site for details. Sponsors and volunteers needed to help make it a great event.

HPAF Membership Form

Annual Membership

$40

Sponsor

$350

Rescuer

$60

Patron

$500

Winner’s Circle

$100

Benefactor

$_____

To help the horses, please fill out this form and mail it in with your tax-deductible donation
PLEASE MAIL TO:
Tel: 352-466-4366
Email: msilver@wildblue.net
Horse Protection Association of Florida, Inc.
20690 NW 130 Avenue
Online Donations: www.hpaf.org
Micanopy, FL 32667
Date:
Name:
Address:
Telephone: (

)

Email:

Please charge $
to my card (Please check) Visa____MC____AmEx____
Exp. Date:
Card #
Does your company have a matching gift program? Company Name:
Authorize email Correspondence?

Yes

No

Required Information: Pursuant to the requirements of Florida Statute 496.411, the following information is provided: A COPY OF THE OFFICIAL REGISTRATION AND
FINANCIAL INFORMATION MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE DIVISION OF CONSUMER SERVICES BY CALLING TOLL-FREE (800)435-7352 WITHIN THE STATE. REGISTRATION
DOES NOT IMPLY ENDORSEMENT, APPROVAL, OR RECOMMENDATION BY THE STATE OF FLORIDA. Florida Department of Agriculture & Consumer Services Registration
# SC-02543 Percentage of each contribution retained by any professional solicitor: Zero % Percentage of each contribution that is received by this organization: 100%

